CORPORATE GUIDELINES
MATERIALS INNOVATION FOR A BETTER WORLD

Shawmut Corporation
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These guidelines describe the
visual and verbal elements
that represent Shawmut
Corporation’s corporate
identity.
Our brand guidelines is for anyone producing visual materials that represents the Shawmut
Corporation. These guidelines introduce basic graphic principles and elements that comprise our identity.
They assist us work together to build a consistent image and reputation as well as enable us to create
materials that maintain one unified voice while we speak with specific audiences.
This guide is a living document. It is designed to evolve, adapt to industry changes, and improve based
on lessons learned during promotions and other marketing activities.
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Providing solution for multi-layer materials, engineering,
and design since 1916.
Shawmut Corporation serves as the largest independent laminator in the U.S. for technical fabrics.
With over a century of accumulated industry knowledge and experience, we have the capability of
providing our customers with real-world solutions in the automotive, medical, defense, and protective
and performance wear markets. With a critical approach towards the markets we serve and innovation
of products, our mission is to deliver the most dynamic, all-around advanced material solutions to serve
our customers best. By putting the unique needs of customers first, we have earned the title of a trusted
materials provider across the variety of industries we serve.
Shawmut Corporation is positioned to serve a global customer base.
We can do this by utilizing our product delivery platform, cutting-edge technology platforms, and a
state-of-the-art TS/ISO certified manufacturing network. Since we are a leading manufacturing and
supplier of engineered textile components, we have the in-house capabilities to work on a variety of
solutions, from large to fully customizable.
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Shawmut History

Shawmut Today

Founded in 1916

Global leader in headliner composites, technical
textiles and lamination

Vertical Knitting Business
Shifted focus to lamination circa 1960
Tier two automotive lamination mid 1990

Headquarter in West Bridgewater, MA
700+ employees worldwide, 8 global manufacturing
plants, 7 global commercial offices
LA automotive design studio
Privatively held
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Strategic Business Solution
As a leading manufacturer of advanced materials globally, we are uniquely positioned to serve a variety of
industries. Currently, we serve the following sectors, as well as providing custom solutions.

Automotive

Protection

Medical

Performance Wear

Filtration

Custom Solutions
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Our Purpose
“Discovery, Problem Solving, and Materials Innovation for a better world.”
Our purpose is what excites us and motivates us to build something and make a difference in the world.
It’s why we do what we do.

Our Vision
“Be the world’s leading provider of innovative, high-performance soft-material solutions.”
The Shawmut vision is our “what” ― what does this company want to become. All areas, all locations,
and all employees contribute to delivering on this vision.

Our Mission
Use material expertise and unique market insights to deliver compelling innovation.
Pursue process excellence to deliver world class quality, values, and service. Reach across all corporate
boundaries to create value through novel customer and supplier partnerships. Build an empowered and
inspired organization.

Our Values
Values are core beliefs about who we are as a company and the principles we hold ourselves
accountable to. They should guide our daily behavior and decision making as we strive to build
a great company that we are all proud to be part of.
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Discovery

Collaboration

We are energized by the quest for deep
insight and in constant pursuit of a better
way of doing things.

We work as an unified global organization and draw energy from team work
and exchanging ideas across functions,
geographies and levels.

Passion

Entrepreneurship

We are fiercely dedicated to the mastery
of our craft and to delighting our customers.

We are driven to experiment and create,
embracing ambiguity and uncertainty.
We remain lean, fast and flexible even
as we grow.

Humanity

Integrity

We engage respectfully with each member of our diverse team. We shun hierarchy and seek to develop all our people to
their highest potential.

We behave morally, ethically, and responsibly in all that we do.

Descobrimiento
Objev

Passión
Vášeň

Humanidad
Lidstvo

Colaboración
Spolupráce

Emprendimiento
Podnikání

Integridad
Integrita

Stewardship
Administración
Správcovství

We strive for a positive impact on our
community and work to preserve our
environment for future generations.
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Trademark
Policy
Policy Background
Shawmut Corporation (“Shawmut”) has built a brand around its portfolio of
health, safety, commercial, industrial, and consumer goods (“Products”).
Its trademarks are important assets that Shawmut aims to preserve and
represent properly.
Shawmut acknowledges that third parties (“User”) will require the use of
such trademarks from time to time to show affiliation with Shawmut. Any
use of Shawmut Trademarks shall be subject to Shawmut’s prior written
approval and shall be in accordance with applicable law and Shawmut’s
Trademark and Brand Guidelines regarding advertising and trademark usage as established by Shawmut from time to time (guidelines are attached
below). Shawmut may immediately revoke or modify such approval, and,
upon receipt of Shawmut’s written notice, the user will immediately discontinue or modify such use. Shawmut shall retain all right, title, interest and
intellectual property and proprietary rights in and to Shawmut Trademarks.
The User will take all necessary steps to ensure its employees comply with
all the terms and conditions herein. Shawmut may, from time-to-time,
request in writing specimens of all uses of Shawmut Trademarks and User
shall provide such specimens to assess the level of consistency and quality of use of the respective trademark and to ensure that User maintains the
consistency and quality of said trademarks
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Trademark Use Requirements
1.

User agrees that whenever Shawmut Trademarks are used in advertising or in any other manner, they
will be used in compliance with applicable trademark laws and will clearly indicate that Shawmut is
the owner of such Shawmut Trademarks.

2.

User will not delete, alter, add to or fail to reproduce in and on any Product and any media the name
of the Product as determined by Shawmut and any copyright, trademark or other notices appearing in or on any copy, media, master or package materials provided by Shawmut or which may be
required by Shawmut at any time.

3.

User will not attach additional trademarks, logos or trade designations to the Products.

4.

User will not affix any Shawmut Trademark to products other than the genuine Products, and that all
use of Shawmut Trademarks by User will inure to the benefit of Shawmut.

5.

User will not do or cause to be done any act or anything contesting or in any way impairing or reducing Shawmut’s right, title, and interest in such Shawmut Trademarks.

6.

User agrees not to apply to register Shawmut Trademarks, either as a trademark, service mark, trade
name, corporate name or domain name or apply for or adopt any word or combination of words
confusingly similar to Shawmut Trademarks anywhere in the world. If an application for registration
is or has been filed by or on behalf of User in any country and relates to any trademark which, in the
reasonable opinion of Shawmut is confusingly similar, deceptive or misleading with respect to, or
dilutes or in any way damages Shawmut Trademarks, User will, at Shawmut’s request, abandon all
use of the trademarks, and any registration or application for registration thereof and will reimburse
Shawmut for all costs and expenses of any opposition or related legal proceeding, including attorneys’ fees, instigated by Shawmut or its legal representative on account of such usage.
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The logo introduction,
application, elements, clear
space and incorrect logo
utilization.
Our Logo is the key building block of our identity, the primary visual element that identifies us.
The signature is a combination of the symbol itself and our company name – they have a fixed
relationship that should never be changed in any way.
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at a glance
WORDMARK

LOGO

MONOGRAM

TAGLINE

shawmut corporation
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Understanding our logo
Our logo was purposely designed and reflects who we are through the color choices and font selections.
It stands for bold innovation and a forward looking mindset. The stylized letter S, comprised of two
interlocking open circles stands for synergy and collaboration, for blending materials and forces.
Please note: The logo is available in various file formats for print and online use. Upon request, it can
be delivered as a special file format for embroidery and/or silk screen usage. Please always use
appropriate guidelines.
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The Primary Logotype

The Secondary Logotype

This primary logotype should always be used when circumstances
allow. This is the clearest and most effective way we can represent
our company visually.

If it is not possible to use our primary logotype the use of this
stacked version is allowed.

The Primary Logotype Light Version

The Secondary Logotype Light Version

This primary logotype light version should always be used when
working on a dark background to allow the logotype to stand out.

If it is not possible to use our primary logotype light version the use
of this stacked version is allowed.

Recommended formats:

Attention:

shawmut corporation
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.eps | .ai | .png | .jpg | .tiff

Use of any stylized, animated, hand drawn or other versions of a unofficial
logo is not permitted. This undermines the logo system and brand consistency. Please consult with Shawmut Corporation Trademark Licensing if you have
any questions or need further help.
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Clear space
The clear space area is used to ensure the logo appears prominently and without interference from other
written or illustrative material. The clear space area applies to all versions of the primary and secondary
logotype, monogram and wordmark.
The ‘A’ symbol defines the size of this exclusion zone. To strengthen the impact of our logo, it is a best
practice to extend the clear space beyond the exclusion zone.

Minimum Sizes:

For legibility and quality concerns, avoid using logos smaller than 60 pixels
wide for digital applications and 20 mm wide for print applications.
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Color
System
Our ability to innovate is reflected in our new brand colors which support
the corporate black and white logo. Each color corresponds with one of
out market verticals and contributes to an overall cohesive palette.

shawmut corporation
shawmut
corporation
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

HEX #51489D

HEX #3FC1C9

C:82 M:85 Y:0 K:0

C:65 M:0 Y:24 K:0

HEX #000000

HEX #067287

HEX #F37121

C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100

C:51 M:8 Y:0 K:47

C:0 M: 69 Y: 100 K:0

R:0 G:0 B:0

R:6 G:114 B:135

R:243 G:113 B:33

R:81 G:72 B:157

R:63 G:193 B:201

BLACK

TEAL

ORANGE

LILAC

AQUA
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Primary Logo Styles
Our ability to innovate is reflected in our new
brand colors which support the corporate black
and white logo. Each color corresponds with
one of out market verticals and contributes to
an overall cohesive palette.
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Secondary Logo Styles
These alternate logo designs, with the outline and
gradient, are used for special purposes such as packaging design. Our alternate logo design appears on
most medical/PPE products such as this 20-piece box
of Protex ™ N95 Respirators.
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Please contact Shawmut
design team for assistance
accessing logo files and
guidance applying them to
your communications.
DO

shawmut corporation
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To preserve the integrity of our brand, we must use our logo correctly and consistently every time.
Altering, distorting or redrawing our logo, even slightly, weakens the power of our image and what it represents. Don’t be “creative” with the logo, be creative where you use the logo.

DON’T

corporate
corporate
guidelines
guidelines
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Our Typeface

Typography

Montserrat
Montserrat typeface has excellent legibility and readability for motion graphics, web, print, and well-finished geometric designs. Montserrat font family is suitable for headings of all sizes and text blocks in
both maximum and minimum width and height.

Montserrat Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Montserrat SemiBold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Montserrat Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Montserrat ExtraBold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

shawmut corporation
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Helvetica Neue
The Helvetica Neue design is classic and it has stood the test of time. The typeface has changed with
technological advances in the process. It is the quintessential sans serif font, timeless and neutral, and
can be used for all types of communication.

Helvetica Neue Regular

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Helvetica Neue Medium

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Nexa Bold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+
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shawmut corporation

Corporate
Identity
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The Wave
The wave pattern is Shawmut’s main icon and can be used across a wide range of promotional materials
to add color and intrigue. However this pattern should not obstruct important information.
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Photographic Style
For all types of communications it’s essential to present only content that is authentic, original and
innovative, whether is photography or illustration/renderings.
Here’s a few examples of preferred image material.

The focus should always be on:

authentic, innovative, technological, mysterious, forward looking, interesting
triggering curiosity.

shawmut corporation
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Stationary
The new Shawmut stationary is unique, interesting, and modern in appearance, without being distracting
or too clever. The design is intended to look professional yet innovative.
Shawmut letterhead and envelope should be simple and straight forward. The linear logo should be used
accompanied with address, email, website and phone number.
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Website
The new website has been simplified down to its core essentials. The landing page encourages the user
to start searching. If the user scrolls down they can browse different served markets and more.

shawmut corporation
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Social Media
Our social media is a core part of our business, keeping the consistency in brand and quality of content it
is crucial to Shawmut and the future of our company.
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shawmut corporation

Automotive
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Dynamic Automotive Interior
Solutions
As the premier provider of engineered, flexible multi-layer materials for automotive interiors, we can
create a variety of automotive solutions, from sun visors and headliners to door and console trims, and
even overhead sunshades and seats. Since we have the broadest range of lamination processes available on the market, we are dedicated, consistently improving our processes and capabilities to add the
highest value for our customers’ products.

corporate guidelines
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The Intersection of collaboration and capabilities.
Every automotive project is unique, which is why Shawmut is dedicated to working collaboratively with
every partner, from custom design, to engineering the perfect face material, or even composite structure.
Our global network of engineering and design professionals, combined with leading manufacturing technologies, offers clients a collaborative, tailored approach to scaling their program.

Headliner and Sunvisor

Pillar

Seating

Sunshade / Roller Shade

Door Trim & Console

Cover Materials

shawmut corporation
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Automotive interior solutions and, advanced materials.
We now offer the full suite of automotive interior solutions, from durable high-performance knit fabrics to
flexible multi-layer laminated composites. Backed by rigorous testing, engineering support, and world-class
color-matching capabilities, Shawmut is paving the road for the next generation of automotive interiors.
As the premier provider of engineered, flexible multi-layer materials for automotive interiors, we can create
a variety of automotive solutions, from sun visors and headliners to door and console trims, and even
overhead sunshades and seats. Since we have the broadest range of lamination processes available on the
market, we are dedicated, consistently improving our processes and capabilities to add the highest value
for our customers’ products.

corporate guidelines
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Heather
Inspired by home interior textiles, our new line of heathered fabrics provide a soft, relaxing environment. We
provide multiple shades and knit structures to design for the perfect fit through carefully crafted yarns and
subtle texture.
Bring the comfort of home with you.

shawmut corporation
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Aeroknit
Aeoknit is a unique composite construction, which merges high-quality materials while maintaining an
impressively low weight. The Aeroknit Family came from thousands of developed trails ― producing better
loft and elongation, superior molded visual appearance, and with a true authentic warp knit product. A wide
array of face fabrics can be utilized with this technology.

corporate guidelines
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Terra
We continue to make advancements towards a more sustainable future. We partner with recycled yarn
suppliers globally and are working towards blue sky technologies for coatings and bio-based alternatives
for more durable, sustainable materials.

shawmut corporation
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Spacer Knit
Spacer Knits provide a unique answer to the question of sustainable alternatives to foam. Baked into the
knit structure is a plush inner layer, knitted simultaneously with the face fabric. Our design team is researching, molding, and testing for premier opportunities and alternatives within the automotive industry.
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Terra
We continue to make advancements towards a more sustainable future. We partner with recycled yarn
suppliers globally and are working towards blue sky technologies for coatings and bio-based alternatives
for more durable, sustainable materials.

shawmut corporation
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Takara
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shawmut corporation

Health &
Safety
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Safety and Durability in
Critical Situations
As a team, we understand the unique challenges of materials for medical applications. Our capabilities
include the expertise to laminate thin barrier films to various substrates providing the highest level of
barrier protection, while maintaining the physical performance and comfort properties of the substrates
and films.
Shawmut is a major and critical supplier of woven, knit and laminated materials for incorporation into a
wide variety of medical equipment and devices,

Surgical Face Masks
Disposable Surgical Gowns
Tracheotomy Straps
Medical Restraints
Deep Vein Thrombosis Garments
Patient Transfer Sheets
Durable Surgical Gowns
Surgical Drapes
Fetal Monitor Straps
Blood Pressure Cuffs
Lymphadema Therapy Garments
Medical Mops

corporate guidelines
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Durable Barriers

Disposable Barriers

Our durable barrier fabrics meet ASTM 1670 and
1671 requirements for blood and blood-borne
pathogen protection. Our lamination and adhesive
technologies allow composites to maintain their
protective properties through the rigors of numerous industrial launderings, autoclaving, and critical
end-use applications, while maintaining the vital
textile features of the individual components.

Our ability to laminate at High speeds and to control
adhesive add on weights below 3 grams/sq. meter
make us a competitive alternative to direct extrusion
coating. Our room temperature curing adhesive system allows us to laminate thin barrier films without
subjecting them to heat and excessive pressure.

Inflatable Devices

Orthopedic Devices

Cuffs, low air loss hospital mattresses, and
lymphadema prevention devices, that provide
pressure as a means of therapy or measure diagnostics. The barrier films are produced from a
variety of polymers, which are sealed via impulse,
RF, ultrasonics, and hot air.

We provide a wide assortment of materials for the
orthopedic device market, including Darlexx®, an
omni-directional breathable laminate with excellent stretch and recovery properties, and Velcro®,
a compatible fabric laminated to films, foams,
non-wovens, and stretch spacer fabrics.

shawmut corporation
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The Protex™ brand represents a product line under the Shawmut corporate brand. Protex™ is not a company, and should never be used to denote as much, such as “N95 masks from Protex™.” In copy use, the
Protex™ brand name should always be followed by a descriptive noun, such as “Protex mask”, “Protex
gown”, etc, following good trademark use practices.
The Protex™ line of products represents advanced protection derived from Shawmut’s advanced materials
engineering expertise, intended for professional use.

The Primary Logotype - Black

The Secondary Logotype - Black

The Primary Logotype - Orange

The Secondary Logotype - Orange

The Primary Logotype - White

corporate guidelines
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ADC Logo for N95 Particulate Respirators
The Protex™ All-Day-Comfort™ System is a patent-pending collection of design features of our N95 Particulate Respirator products that work together to offer the user a superior comfort experience in a professional-use
that meetsGuidelines.
N95 fit and performance.
ADC respirator
Logo Design
3/8/21The full trademark is “All-Day-Comfort™ System”; the word System should always be used when using as a trademark. Please follow good trademark
use practices when using the ADC logo in conjunction with other Shawmut trademarks.

Icon.Color Options

Icon: Color Options

ADC Logo Design Guidelines.3/8/21
Icon.Color Options

Logo
Configurations
Logo.Configurations
Horizontal–No Protex™

Vertical–No Protex™

Horizontal

Vertical

Logo.Configurations
Horizontal

Vertical

Horizontal–No Protex™

Horizontal–No Protex™

Vertical–No Protex™

Reverse

Colors

Reverse
Reverse
100% Process Black

65% Process Black

0:K / 68:M / 100:Y /0:K

Colors
R:35 / G:31 / B:32

R:119 / G:120 / B:123

R:243 / G:115 / B:33

100% Process Black

65% Process Black

Reverse

0:K / 68:M / 100:Y /0:K

Font: Proxima Nova Semibold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890 !@#$%^&*()_+
R:35 / G:31 / B:32

shawmut corporation

R:119 / G:120 / B:123

R:243 / G:115 / B:33

corporate guidelines
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Colors
Colors

100% Process Black

65% Process Black

0:K / 68:M / 100:Y /0:K

R:35 / G:31 / B:32

R:119 / G:120 / B:123

R:243 / G:115 / B:33

Proxima Nova SemiBold

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
1234567890
!@$&?#+

Font: Proxima Nova Semibold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefgh
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Any questions?
Feel free to reach out to us.

Web
www.shawmutcorporation.com
Phone
+1 508 588 3300

shawmut corporation
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